
I
) ina Brodsky (b. 1981) creates miniatures that are 

monumental in impact. These oil p:iintings, usually 
smaller than a coaster, offer such an array of visual 
information that, even when magnified, they con
tinue to inspire awe. Just as orthern Renaissance 
masters did centuries ago, Brodsky applies multiple 

layers of glazing that impart a beautiful sense of luminosity and a 
dreamy depth of field. 

The sylvan, pastoral, or deserted-city scenes Brodsky depicts are 
portals ro actual places and moments. When ·he happen· upon them, 
she is literally stopped in her tracks, 
compelled to record them on the 
spot. It takes Brodsky roughly nine 
hours, spread over approximately 
three days, to complete one draw
ing from life. Once back at home, 
she uses it to create an oil painting 
of the s:i me scene. T:iken on site, her 
documentary photographs serve as 
quick references to help with com
po i ng or discerning a ilhouerce. 
But it is always those long hours 
of drawing - of seeing things she 
had not noticed initially - that ulti
mately render her final paintings so 
impactful. 

E:ich of Brod ky's sketchbooks 
doubles as a personal journal: her 
illegible cursive writing may sur
round some of its drawings, which 
he embellishes with w:itercolor or 

gounche. Some of these volume 
have traced her journeys along Eng
lish :ind Icelandic country roads, 
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p:iths by the D:inube river, :ind the streets of Oxford, Pr:igue, and 
Siena - to name just a fow destinations. Brodsky keeps her itineraries 
simple: "I pick a river and go towards the sea, so it slopes a little bit 
downhill. I am not much of :i biker: I'm a drawer :ind watcher," she 
explains while gazing from her Long Island City (Queens) apartment 
toward a stunning view of Manhattan. 

For an ongoing series of rondo paintings on copper titled Cycling 
Guide to Lilliput. Brodsky consulted sketches from her latest excur
sion from Passau (Germany) to Prague. The results were well received 
during a show la t spring at London's Pontone Gallery, and now 
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